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This article provides an introduction to the issues around enterprise search for
information professionals. It begins by outlining the differences between public
search and enterprise search. It identifies the major players in the enterprise
search market. It ends with recommendations for enterprise search implemen-
tation and some comments about the future of search.

Internet search engines are a very visible and profitable business. Google ranked 18th for profits in the
Fortune 500 list1 and was rated by Interbrand2 as the second most valuable brand in the world. The
tools that we use inside our organisations to access information appear superficially similar to these
search engines. However, the implementation of these “enterprise search” tools are different.

Enterprise Search is pulled in two opposing directions. New information processing, retrieval and
presentation technologies are opening up many new applications, while poor implementations of
existing technologies mean continued dissatisfaction with enterprise search. As Leslie Owens from
Forrester puts it:

Many search vendors are guilty of over-intellectualizing what search can do – pushing “conceptual and
optimized decision dashboards” for example, when workers simply want enterprise search.3

Enterprise search is the Cinderella enterprise application – unloved and underappreciated and yet
also on the verge of great things (with a little help from magic – or at least what may look like magic
at first glance).

This article examines the differences between public search and enterprise search, how these
software tools actually work, the players in the market and the steps that information professionals
should take to optimise search for their users.

WHAT IS ENTERPRISE SEARCH?

Today most people experience public information searching as a form of magic. We open up Google
(or a competitor), we type in the terms that we are looking for, and we are presented with answers.
Due to the autocomplete function, we may not even have to type in a full word. We mostly get what
we want. Most of us have no insight into, and no interest in, how this happens. It just works.

However, when we use search tools inside organisations where we work, the experience is less
satisfactory. We are confronted with too many results or too few, or many results that on closer
inspection turn out to be the same document. The magic is missing. Search consulting company
Findwise surveyed organisations on their use of search in 2012 and 2013.4 Sixty-four per cent of
respondents stated that it was hard to find the right information within their organisation today and
41% were dissatisfied with the relevance of search results. Search is like mobile and collaboration
technologies – consumer versions have outstripped their corporate equivalents.
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1 “Top Companies – Most Profitable”, Fortune 500 (21 May 2012), http://money.cnn.com/magazines/fortune/
fortune500/2012/performers/companies/profits.

2 Interbrand, “Best Global Brands 2013” (2013), http://www.interbrand.com/en/best-global-brands/2013/Best-Global-Brands-
2013-Brand-View.aspx.

3 Owens L, Market Overview: Enterprise Search (Forrester, 2011).

4 Findwise, Enterprise Search and Findability Survey 2013 (2013), http://www2.findwise.com/findabilitysurvey2013.
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To understand the challenges facing enterprise search, it is worth exploring some of the reasons
behind this experience gap. The first observation would be that the Google experience is magic. When
we see magicians perform a trick on stage, they are not exercising a supernatural power. Rather they
do one thing and persuade us that we’ve seen something else. Google presents us with something that
seems simple – a text entry box on screen, followed by a set of results – but in reality a vast amount
of effort is going on behind the scenes.

In terms of computational effort, many of the technologies associated with “big data” originated
in Google because the volume of data that the company had to deal with had few precedents. Public
search sites process unimaginable amounts of data. In terms of human effort, Google has thousands of
engineers continually working the quality of its search experience. The effort doesn’t stop there.
Outside Google, there are tens of thousands of employees and consultants working on search engine
optimisation (SEO) with the aim of ensuring that their content is findable by engines like Google,
Bing and Yahoo.

In contrast, enterprise search efforts are underpowered. The Findwise survey identified that 44%
of organisations had no budget allocated to search and 18% had less than one staff member working
on search. This difference in resources immediately indicates some reasons why public search and
enterprise search may yield different experiences.

Another issue is the approach that many organisations take to implementing search. Enterprise
search tools can be technically complex but the user experience is key to enterprise search. Enterprise
search is often owned by the IT department and treated as purely a piece of technical infrastructure
rather than a key user interface with the structured data, unstructured information and people within an
organisation. This means that the search implementation tends to end when the search application is
turned on. This is an approach doomed to failure as all search engines require a degree of “tuning” –
ie changing the weighting that the search engine gives to different elements associated with a piece of
content in terms of its ranking. As the content and the user base within the organisation changes, so
the search engine will also need to change. Effective search is a lifetime commitment, not a one-night
stand.

A further issue – or group of issues – is the differences in “public” vs “private” content. The
internet is founded on links – the “ht” in “http” stands for “hypertext”. The great leap forward that
Google undertook compared to its long defunct peers (eg AltaVista) was the use of the PageRank
algorithm. Rather than simply processing the frequency of particular words on a page, PageRank ranks
pages based on the extent to which other pages link to them. Google is highly secretive about its
search results ranking technology and the exact extent to which Google currently relies on PageRank
is unclear. However, while such link-oriented approaches can work on the internet, corporate
information environments tend to be far less linked environments. Documents and emails may refer to
each other but rarely provide URL-style links.

HOW DOES THE MAGIC WORK?

It is worth spending some time to understand how search engines work. All search engines have to:
• access and process content to create an index (eg which documents contain the phrase “online

currents”);
• receive and process user inputs to search that index (eg a user types “online currents” into a

search box);
• retrieve and present the most relevant search terms back to the user.

Let’s go through these one at a time.

Accessing and processing content

First of all, the search engine has to locate the documents that it needs to process. This can be as
simple as pointing the search engine towards a shared drive. However, many organisations hold
valuable information in multiple systems, and users would like to search for information about a
customer on the intranet, in a document library and in a CRM system as well rather than having to
visit each application separately. There are some things to consider at this first stage.
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• Whether a Connector is needed – For example, if you want your SharePoint 2010 FAST Search to
also serve results from your Lotus Notes databases then you’ll need a Connector that links the two
systems together.

• Security – The biggest managerial fear around search is the possibility that staff might find
documents that they are not supposed to. Search engines have to confirm that the user has access
rights to the content before revealing it in a set of search results.

• Frequency of indexing – There’s a trade-off here. Indexing content can be a system resource
intensive activity, however, most users would like their search results to be as up-to-date as
possible.

• Language processing – There’s a lot of work that has to be undertaken with the ingested text to
make it usable – stemming and lemmatisation (eg is “write” related to “writing”?), parsing (eg is
dealbreaker the same as deal-breaker?) and stop words (eg “the”).

• Which languages will be searched? – Each language has its own issues and a search engine
should be able to handle the key languages in your organisation. Globalisation means that
organisations need to handle content in more languages than ever before.

Receiving user input

When I began working in the information world in the mid-1990s, online information searching was
not an easy activity. Systems like Datastar and Dialog had command line interfaces that required the
use of opaque commands to deliver results. Now search engines can process queries in a more
sophisticated manner – identifying mis-spellings and with some natural language capabilities. User
interfaces now include voice recognition as well as typed text.

Internet search engines are also factoring geospatial data into their search results (eg if I am in
Sydney and I search for “pizza restaurant” then I may find more use for pizza places in Sydney than,
say, Chicago). The extent to which geospatial data impacts on the relevance of specific results will
vary from sector to sector but with domains like emergency services, it could be a matter of life and
death.

Enterprise search engines potentially have an edge over public search engines in that they “know”
more about their users. Not only does that search engine have a record of my previous search history
but it also has access to my human resources records and other enterprise records that are related to
me (eg which customers have I interacted with, which offices have I worked in). In theory this could
be used to deliver a more refined and targeted search result. However, this requires effort to implement
that organisations may decide not to undertake.

Retrieving and presenting the search results

There are a number of retrieval models underlying search tools – eg Boolean, vector space and
Bayesian probability5 – and a number of approaches to presenting the findings to users. The simplest
is a ranked list with some metadata or a description relating to each of the results. Some search
engines provide thumbnail views of documents that can give users more hints about the usefulness of
each result.

However, the simple text list is being supplanted by new presentation techniques. Location-based
results containing geospatial information are obvious candidates for display via a map. Results may be
clustered or shown in networks that indicate their relationships to each other. Wordclouds may show
associated terms. The results may also feed into other applications to locate further information or to
initiate action.

Perhaps the most important issue with search results is to display their provisional nature and to
guide the user somewhere useful. Searching and finding is a process that is often more than a one-shot
activity.

5 White M, Enterprise Search (O’Reilly, 2012).
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WHO ARE THE PLAYERS IN THE MARKET?

The enterprise search market has undergone a major change in the last five years. Mid-size search
vendors have been acquired by larger technology conglomerates:6

• FAST was acquired by Microsoft;
• Endeca was acquired by Oracle;
• Autonomy acquired Verity and was in turn acquired by HP;
• Vivisimo was acquired by IBM;
• Exalead was acquired by Dassault Systemes;
• Australian search firm Isys was acquired by Lexmark subsidiary Perceptive Software.

A recent survey indicated that the search engine market can be segmented among the following
players: Google, Microsoft, Lucene/Solr and then everyone else.7

Google

Google is the global brand associated with search in the mind of the public. However, while Google
does offer an enterprise product, this is not the same as the internet Google. Google Search Appliance
(GSA) is a server box with Google’s search software loaded onto it that can be plugged into the
organisation’s network.

Despite its brand identity with search, Google does not dominate the enterprise space in the same
way that it dominates the public space. One reason is that enterprise search is increasingly not a
standalone product (as the list of acquisitions above might indicate) but rather one set of functionality
as an element within a product suite. Microsoft’s presence in search (see below) is a result of the
omnipresence of SharePoint more than the power of FAST as a search tool. A few years ago, Google
Apps looked as though it had the potential to become a credible rival to Microsoft’s
Office-SharePoint-Exchange bloc but Apps never developed sufficient enterprise functionality by itself
to realise that potential.

The other issue with GSA as a product is that while easy to install, it is not very configurable. Its
relevancy calculation models are opaque and its federation and reporting capabilities are limited. It is
an attractive tool to start with but it may not be as effective when you want to develop your search
capabilities.

That said, Google’s brand still has impact.

Andy Feit, who was VP of search at Verity, hired a marketing research team to compare the quality of search
engines when one was “Powered by Verity” and the other was “Powered by Google”. Andy found that
people thought the Google results were significantly better – even though both test cases were, in fact,
powered by Verity. The mere presence of the Google icon seemed to make people think the results were
better.8

Microsoft

As mentioned above, SharePoint is everywhere in organisations. It is not always used effectively or
loved but it is there. In the 2007 and prior versions, SharePoint had a mediocre search capability. Then
in 2008, Microsoft acquired a Norwegian search vendor called Fast Search & Transfer (FAST).
FAST’s product was considered leading edge prior to acquisition and Microsoft has integrated many
of its features into the SharePoint platform. SharePoint 2010 offered a confusing range of search
product options that have been simplified in SharePoint 2013.

SharePoint’s dominance of the enterprise document collaboration domain has driven the adoption
of its search products as the default option for enterprise search within the firewall. However, these

6 Andrews W and Koehler-Kruener H, Magic Quadrant for Enterprise Search (Gartner, 24 April 2013); White, n 5.

7 Legernes H, “Survey Results: Report on Enterprise Search Adoption” (Paper presented at the Enterprise Search Summit, New
York, 21 May 2013).

8 Bennett M and Kehoe M, “It’s Not Google Unless It Says It’s Google” (31 May 2011),
http://www.enterprisesearchblog.com/2011/05/its-not-google-unless-it-says-its-google.html.
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products are optimised for use in the SharePoint environment rather than providing a platform-
agnostic tool. If your enterprise content management strategy has SharePoint at its core then
SharePoint’s native search capabilities may be sufficient for your needs.

Lucene/Solr

Not all search products come from commercial vendors. Open source search technologies have been
under development and the Lucene family of tools is now widely used. Lucene is an open source
information retrieval software library upon which a number of applications have been built. The most
popular of these applications is Solr – an open source enterprise search platform. Lucene and its
related applications are also present in commercial products from LucidWorks, PolySpot and IBM.
One survey indicates that Lucene-based solutions are the most widely deployed after SharePoint.9

In many respects, open source solutions operate at the opposite end of the spectrum to search
appliances. They offer greater flexibility in terms of development and deployment. However, the
trade-off comes in terms of development resources. If you need something off the shelf that requires
minimal technical support then a tool like Solr is probably not for you, although Lucene-based
products and implementation partners may be a viable option.

Everyone else

Many of the tools formerly known as enterprise search engines are being positioned in different ways.
Oracle positions Endeca as an e-commerce tool. HP positions Autonomy products in its compliance
and marketing offerings. In some respects, this is perfectly sensible. Search is an activity that exists in
a broader context (eg buying and selling goods, academic research, corporate risk management) rather
than as an end in itself. The textual analysis that underpins search also provides a counterpoint to
numerically-driven business intelligence tools and the hype surrounding “big data”. So-called
“search-based applications” (SBA) take search technology and embed it in this broader context of
getting things done. However, as noted in the introduction, it is important to deliver the basics – how
do your people find things?

HOW SHOULD ENTERPRISE SEARCH BE IMPLEMENTED AND MANAGED IN A

SUSTAINABLE MANNER?

If only one point is communicated to senior stakeholders around a successful enterprise search
implementation, it is that effective search is an ongoing service that must be delivered to the business
rather than a one-off IT infrastructure project. The technical and human resources to support search
must be identified and secured before search engine software is obtained. Typically organisations
misallocate the causes of unsuccessful search implementations.

When users do complain about the quality of search there is anecdotal evidence that the decision is made to
“upgrade” the search application, on the basis that clearly the current search implementation is not adequate.
Since the underlying issue is one of a lack of support post-implementation the results from the replacement
search application are usually no better.10

So what are the staff roles that are required? Martin White outlines five search roles:11

1. Search manager – overall managing and coordinating role for a search implementation;

2. Search technology manager – focus IT issues such as server and network performance, crawling
schedules, disaster recovery, security and authentication, API management;

3. Search analytics manager – monitors reports of search activity and identifies searches with zero
hits, most commonly searched for terms etc;

4. Search information specialist – ensuring metadata and taxonomy is present in content;

9 Legernes, n 7.

10 White M and Nikolov SG, Enterprise Search in the European Union: A Techno-economic Analysis (European Commission,
2013).

11 White, n 5, pp 121-125.
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5. Search user support manager – delivers training, undertakes usability testing and gathers user
feedback.

White makes the point that some enterprise applications have significant support investments
made – eg Enterprise Resource Planning (ERP) systems often have one support staff member per
50-100 users. Search is an application that employees use every day (possibly more than the ERP
system) so why should it not get an equivalent level of investment?

Perhaps the most difficult element of a search implementation concerns the quality of the
underlying content. If the underlying content is out-of-date, inaccurate, duplicated or has poor
metadata, then the results the search engine provides will be unsatisfying. If a beautifully paved road
leads to a rubbish tip then the journey will not be pleasing. This does not mean that content
repositories should be perfect. An effective search implementation can highlight poor information
management policies and practices as poor quality content is no longer hidden from everyone. In this
case, content remediation should be undertaken as soon as possible.

In terms of the overall improvement of the search experience, taking an analytical approach to
search and content can deliver results. Search analytics include details of queries that yield zero hits
and also the interplay of common search terms. These results can be used to assess the ongoing
effectiveness of search. They can also provide insight into content. Search terms are one of the few
times that users tell you what they need in their own language without you having to ask them.

I consulted for a large US government agency that’s dedicated to serving health professionals. It found
that there were many more instances of queries that were apparently coming from laymen (who would
search for swine flu) than there were from its core audience of doctors, nurses, and health-care
researchers (who would search for h1n1). This resulted in a major rethinking of the site’s mission.
(“Hmmm, maybe we ought to also serve everyday Joes who are worried that their kids might be coming
down with something serious.”) Accordingly, the agency drastically changed its content’s tone and its
tagging to meet those unanticipated needs.12

CONCLUSION

As the volume of data that organisations must manage only continues to grow, the importance of
search will only increase. As organisations and implementers gain more experience from both failed
and successful search implementations, the quality of the search experience will improve within
organisations – although not as quickly as the public internet search giants will innovate and upgrade
their user experiences. Enterprise search is an ongoing journey – and that makes it vulnerable to
budget cuts by managers who do not understand its value. Therefore the information professional has
two slightly contradictory roles. They must ensure that the search experience is as seamless as possible
for users, while ensuring that management is made aware of the value that effective search practices
can bring to the organisation.

While search engines have been around for years, the search space is still far from settled. The
last decade was bookended by the rise of Google at the start and a spate of search acquisitions by large
technology companies at the end. This decade will see applications that improve the findability and
usability of information proliferate. These apps will then integrate with business applications beyond
content management systems and into transactional process systems, business intelligence tools and
social collaboration platforms. However, they must still deliver on the basics – how do people find
what they need in order to achieve their end goal?

12 Rosenfeld L, Search Analytics for Your Site (Rosenfeld Media, 2011).
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